
300 Years of microscopy

“very little animalcules”

Antonie van Leeuwenhoek 
Microscope c. late 1600s

3D Restoration Microscope 
c. early 2000s
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5-Dimensional Imaging:

Multi-channel, 3D, timelapse analyzed in OME 
Cajal Bodies and Histones in HeLa nuclei

Jason Swedlow, University of Dundee



DNA Actin NFATHigh-Throughput Screening



OME Instrument Ontology

Light Path Schematic

OME XML Data Model Schematic



OME XML Data Model: 
Filters and Channels Detail



Trajectory
Trajectory

Trajectory ROIRef
ROIRef

ROIRef
ROIRef

OME ROI Data Model

Trajectories:
• Time-ordered list of ROI refs

• Outputs of segmentation algorithms 
• 3-D geometric object 
• Union of generic 2D shapes



Workflows: Analysis Modules as Work Units

Modules are defined in XML•
New modules can be added at any time•



Chain Builder View 

Constructing Workflows in ChainBuilder



Constructing Workflows in ChainBuilder



Analysis Module Details
XML WrapperMATLAB Source Code

Chain Builder View 



Survival of the Fittest

Instrument, Image 

• In current use: open source, commercial software, 
hardware manufacturer support 

ROIs 

• Software support for datamodel, manual annotations, 
other applications in development 

Workflows 

• No longer supported: developer overhead/learning-curve 
too great.



Image	  Language	  Processing	  and	  Encoding

Michael	  Calhoun,	  Ph.D. Ilya	  Goldberg,	  Ph.D.



Top-‐down	  (hypothesis-‐driven)	  
Measure	  known	  parameters	  of	  interest

Bottom-‐up	  (data-‐driven)	  
Explore	  data	  to	  uncover	  unknown	  relationships

Experimental	  design

Screening Mining

Sorting Stereology

Types	  of	  queries
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Minimally	  Viable	  Ontology	  (MVO)	  should	  have	  image	  at	  it’s	  center

Aim:	  
• Compare,	  search	  across	  sites	  
• Works	  for	  all	  of	  biomedical	  imaging

Key	  elements	  (in	  order):	  
1.	  Usability	  
2.	  Support	  analytical	  growth	  and	  language	  evolution	  	  
3.	  Coherence

1.No difference between disciplines.!
2.Everything you need to know you'll find in the images.!
3.Resist imposing structure - we don't yet know what we want to know. !
4.Automate everything.



front-end

Interactive	

analysis tools

Analyst training	

and tracking

Data presentation and	

project management

back-end

Image tracking	

and organization

Real-time	

statistical monitoring

Local 
analysis

Machine	

learning

Intermediate	

image	


generation

Architecture

Multimodal	

image	

import

Machine	  learning	  &	  interactive	  image	  analysis

Geometry:	  Number,	  length,	  volume	  
Morphology	  /	  Localization	  
Discovery	  (detection	  of	  unknowns)

>2B	  images	  
>100M	  annotations



Morphology	  as	  a	  quantitative	  measure:

Whole-brain heat-map of microglial 
morphology (25µm resolution)

Compare	  between	  labs

independent	  of	  tissue	  processing.

Normal                             Active

Rather than an algorithm, 
the imagery and people define the standard.

Validation	  with	  randomly	  selected	  cells

Comparison	  
to	  results	  from,	  
~5M	  images	  from	  
12	  other	  groups	  
of	  subjects.



Digital	  pathology	  
• Whole-‐slide	  morphological	  measures	  
• Robust	  3D	  quantification	  (stereology)	  
• Rare-‐event	  detection	  (e.g.,	  oncology)	  
• Between-‐lab	  standards	  (e.g.,	  toxicology)

Cell	  assays	  
• Sorting	  with	  between-‐study	  reliability	  
• Sorting	  without	  reagents	  
• Phenotype	  phylogeny	  
• Non-‐parametric	  discovery

In-‐vivo	  imaging	  
• Volumetric	  and	  morphological	  analyses	  
• Signal	  localization	  
• Effect	  screening	  
• Pathology	  correlations	  

Multi-‐modality	  quantitative	  &	  comparative	  measures	  





Space-‐time



Optical coherence tomography—principles and applications 281
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Figure 19. Retardance δ(z) of a human cornea illuminated form top (in vitro). The central part
appears isotropic. Birefringence is observed towards the periphery. Courtesy of Götzinger.

K is the scattering vector, and vS the velocity vector of the moving particles. The frequency
resolution "ω of corresponding measurement techniques is subject to the well known Fourier
uncertainty relation (Bracewell 2000):

"t · "ω ! 1
2 . (5.8)

"t is the measurement time, which plays a central role in the development and application of
Doppler techniques.

The first laser Doppler technique has been described by Yeh and Cummins (1964). They
used optical mixing spectroscopy, which is a direct analogue of the mixing of electrical signals
in nonlinear circuit elements: whereas in the homodyne technique, beating occurs at the optical
difference frequencies of the monochromatic components of the scattered light impinging at
the photodetector, in the heterodyne approach, the sample light is mixed with a reference beam
at the photodetector. The beats of these two waves are the basis of the Doppler techniques
described in this section. The photocurrent is

iSR(t) = qeη

hν̄
GSR(t), (5.9)

see section 1. In general, iSR will have stochastic properties; its power spectrum is obtained
as the FT of the photocurrent auto-correlation function ACFi (τ ):

Si(ν) = FT{ACFi (τ )}, (5.10)

where

ACFi (τ ) = ⟨iSR(t)iSR(t + τ )⟩. (5.11)

If the reference intensity is much larger than the mean sample beam intensity the photocurrent
power spectrum is

Si(ν) = qeiR + 2π i2
Rδ(ν) + 2iR⟨iSR⟩FT{Re[γSR(τ )e2π iνRτ ]}, (5.12)

where the first term is the shot noise, the second is the dc-term, and the third term is the
heterodyne beating spectrum. Hence, the photocurrent beating spectrum equals the optical
spectrum of the sample beam shifted to the centre frequency ν − νR (Cummins and Swinney
1970).

Yeh and Cummins (1964) used light scattered from monodispersed polystyrene suspension
laminar flow superimposed to a frequency-shifted reference beam. The minimum detectable
velocity was obtained as 40 µm s−1. Localization was achieved by illuminating the flow
parallel to the flow axis and detecting the scattered light from the side. Frequency shifts were
measured at five radial positions and confirmed a parabolic velocity profile of laminar flow.
Later, low-coherence interferometry has been introduced to photon correlation spectroscopy.
Bizheva et al (1998) used the coherence gate to analyse the transition from single scattered
light to light diffusion and its dependence on the system parameters, whereas Johnson et al

Multiple-‐modalities	  
with	  commonalities



11	  muscle	  fibers	  
4k	  µm2	  average	  area	  
1.73	  Gabor	  filter	  (texture)	  
4.31	  Canny-‐Deriche	  (edge)	  
15	  Inflammation	  index	  	  
22	  Acquisition	  artifact	  
85	  Processing	  quality

Quantitative	  &	  internal

Brightfield	  
H&E	  

Muscle	  
Gastrocnemius	  
Inflammation	  

Mouse

Qualitative	  &	  external
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Sample	  
(more	  context)

Description	  might	  be:	  	  “40%	  of	  the	  muscle	  
retains	  normal	  characteristics”.

✓	  Machine	  can	  do	  these	  things	  today

✓
✓

✓

✓ ✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

1000	  words…



Morphology	  as	  a	  quantitative	  measure:

Whole-brain heat-map of microglial 
morphology (25µm resolution)

Compare	  between	  labs

independent	  of	  tissue	  processing.

Normal                             Active

Rather than an algorithm, 
the imagery and people define the standard.

Validation	  with	  randomly	  selected	  cells

Comparison	  
to	  results	  from,	  
~5M	  images	  from	  
12	  other	  groups	  
of	  subjects.

1 MultipleScaleHistograms TBins3_Bin00 4.825
2 MultipleScaleHistograms_Wavelet TBins3_Bin02 4.376
3 MultipleScaleHistograms TBins9_Bin01 4.138
4 MultipleScaleHistograms TBins5_Bin00 4.017
5 TamuraTextures_ChebyshevFFT Coarseness_Hist_Bin_02 4.003
6 TamuraTextures_Wavelet Coarseness_Hist_Bin_02 3.92
7 TamuraTextures_ChebyshevFFT Directionality 3.875
8 MultipleScaleHistograms_ChebyshevFFT TBins7_Bin04 3.835
9 MultipleScaleHistograms_Wavelet TBins7_Bin05 3.802
10 MultipleScaleHistograms TBins7_Bin01 3.751

ImageID
AMI3mgInfl

v1.2
53.4





Minimally	  Viable	  Ontology	  (MVO)	  should	  have	  image	  at	  it’s	  center

How?	  
Acquisition	  
Sample

Where?	  
ROIs

What?	  
Classification	  
Quantification

Relations:	  
Part-‐of	  /	  contains

Linked	  ontologies	  
Vendor	  analyses	  
Healthcare	  systems

Cell	  type:	  Neuron	  
Staining:	  TH+	  
Size:	  	  24µm

Key-‐value	  pair	  +	  source

Enhanced	  tag

post-‐facto	  evolution	  into	  named	  objects

how	  did	  this	  become	  the	  substantia	  nigra,	  a	  neuron,	  tyrosine	  hydroxylase?
225	   	   120	   	   50

differentiating	  links	  should	  have	  attached	  probability

0.89

N	  =	  ΣQ-‐	  x	  asf	  x	  ssf	  x	  tsf
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Minimally	  Viable	  Ontology	  (MVO)	  should	  have	  image	  at	  it’s	  center

1.No difference between disciplines!
2.Everything you need to know you'll find in the image (everything else 

belongs elsewhere).!
3.Justify hierarchy (if possible) - we don't yet know what we want to know. !
4.Automate everything.

ImageID
AMI3mgInfl

v1.2
53.4

Key	  elements:	  
1. Sample	  

a. Signal	  &	  source	  
b.Part	  of	  

2. ROIs	  
3. Analysis	  

a. Human	  
b.Machine

• Only	  specify	  known	  immutables	  (e.g.,	  geometry)	  
• Let	  other	  standards	  evolve	  
• Include	  provenance	  
• Link	  &	  rank

AMI3mgInfl

microglia

brain

inflammation

applies	  to/	  
measures

source	  
specification


